SENSI-TEMP TECHNOLOGY
Available for 20", 24" and 30" Hotpoint®
coil ranges & 30" GE coil ranges

NEW SAFETY FEATURE
Sensi-Temp technology provides the same cooking power as a
traditional coil with added safety to meet UL858 Household
Electric Ranges Standard for Safety. It does NOT affect burner
performance.

HOW IT WORKS
GE and Hotpoint coils with Sensi-Temp technology use
a sensor to reduce the risk of cooking fires.
• Sensor detects cookware
• Sensor monitors temperature
• If the cookware gets hot enough to ignite oil, the coil shuts off
• Once cookware reaches a safe temperature, heat will resume

HOW TO OBTAIN SENSI-TEMP TECHNOLOGY
All new applicable GE and Hotpoint models will automatically
feature Sensi-Temp technology. If you have a GE or Hotpoint
range that was released after 2012, you can replace your burners
with new Sensi-Temp technology burners.

[contact info here/directions on how to obtain a Sensi-Temp burner]